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Processing (NLP) technologies into applications written in various programming languages. Slavonic Lightweight Interface was
designed by the research team of the Center for Computational and Data-driven Thinking and Learning (ZZZZ) at the OttoFriedrich-Universität Bamberg, Germany, and funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) of the
German Federal Republic. The main aims of the Slavonic Lightweight Interface are to make available a flexible and easily
accessible programming interface, with a highly uniform data structure, for accessing and using corpora in the NLP domain.
The standard is based on the lightweight Java and XML data structures and closely adheres to the original data structure of the
corpora. The data structures, provided in a specialized XML format, are uniform in structure and can be used independently of
the programming language in which they are to be accessed. Moreover, the standard provides the necessary API's, making it
compatible with almost any modern programming language. Some other related projects German Plattform NLP-Toolkit
External links Official Slavonic Lightweight Interface page at ZZZZ.de Category:Natural language processing Category:Java
platform Show HN: Simple, fast JSON parsing with SQLite - jangroth ====== cjbprime SQLite is not at all a better solution
than libjson, which is fast and available for many platforms. ~~~ jangroth I think you're right, and at the same time the example
in the README shows that the SQLite support is good. The relationship between diffusion and concentration profiles in pore
media. A general expression is given for the relationship between diffusion and concentration profiles in a compact,
homogeneous pore media containing free and/or fixed-charge species. The relationship is derived by 82157476af
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